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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper we give a construction of the maximal lattice of 
infinite cyclic groups.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 
It was Garrett Birkhoff2 who 

developed the theory of partially ordered 
sets and lattices in 1930’s. Later Eilenberg 
and Maclane4 introduced the notion of 
categories in 1945. Fuzzy set theory and 
fuzzy logic were introduced by Lotfi A. 
Zadeh in 196510. Zadeh initially used the 
unit interval [0, 1] as the membership set. 
Later, J. A. Goguen5 replaced [0,1] by 
complete and distributive lattice L, thus 
introducing the concept of L-fuzzy set. In 
1971 Azriel Rosenfeld8 introduced the 
theory of fuzzy groups.  

We have discussed general 
categories in10 and then constructed some 
categories of L-fuzzy groups, and discussed 
the relation between them. In11 we have 
introduced the idea of maximal lattice and 

investigated how to assign a maximal lattice 
L to a cyclic group of prime power order 
using its L-fuzzy subgroups and extend it to 
any finite cyclic group. The present paper is 
a continuation of these works. Here we give 
a construction of a maximal lattice of an 
infinite cyclic group.  
 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS 

 
Terms and notations in Lattice 

Theory used in this paper are as found in 
Bernard Kolman1 and Davey B.A.3. A 
relation � on a set A is called a partial order 
if � is reflexive, antisymmetric and 
transitive. The set A together with the partial 
order � is called a partially ordered set (or a 
poset) and is denoted as (A,�) or simply A. 
The elements a and b of a poset A are said to 
be comparable if   a≤b or b≤a. If every pair 
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of elements in a poset A is comparable, we 
say that A is a linearly (or totally) ordered 
set and the partial order in this case is called 
a linear (total) order or a chain. For any set 
S, its power set �(S) together with set 
inclusion  � is a poset. If |S|�2, it is not 
totally ordered. The set Z+ of positive 
integers together with the usual order � is a 
totally ordered set(toset). An element � � A 
is called a maximal element of A if there is 
no element � in A such that � 	 � and an 
element element 
 � A is called a minimal 
element of A if there is no element � in A 
such that � 	 
. An element � � A is called 
a greatest element of A if � � � for all � � 
A. An element � �A is called a least element 
of A if  � � � for all � � A.The greatest 
element of a poset, if it exists, is denoted by 
I and is called the unit element. The least 
element of a poset, if it exists, is denoted by 
O and is called the zero element. 

 
Consider a poset A and a subset B of 

A. An element � � A is called an upper 
bound of B if 
 � � for all  
 � B. An 
element � � A is called a lower bound of B 
if �≤b for all 
 � B. An element a� A is 
called a least upper bound of B or supremum 
of B denoted as lub(B) or sup B or � B  if a 
is an upper bound of B and a ≤a’, whenever 
a’ is an upper bound of B. An element a� A 
is called a greatest lower bound of B or 
infimum of B denoted as glb(B) ( or inf B or 
 B) ,if a is a lower bound of B and a’≤ a, 
whenever a’ is a lower bound of B. A lattice 
is a poset (L, ≤) in which every subset {a, b} 
consisting of two elements has a least upper 
bound and a greatest lower bound. We 
denote lub ({�, 
,}) and glb (��, 
�) by � � 
 
and �  
 respectively and call them the join 
and meet respectively of � and 
. 

For any non-empty set S, ( �(S),�) 
is a poset. For any A, B �  �(S), A�B = A � 
B and A  B = A � B exist and so it is a 
lattice. Another example of a lattice is 
(Z+,�)where ≤ is defined by � � 
 iff a 
divides b. Here � � 
 =lcm(�, 
� and �  
 
=gcd(�, 
�. Now for any positive integer n, 
let Dn denote the set of all positive divisors 
of �.Then Dn together with the relation 
‘divisibility’ is a lattice. 

A non-empty subset S of a lattice L 
is called a sublattice of L if a, b �S�a

, � � 
 � �. If (A,≤)  and (B,≤) are posets, 
then (AXB,≤)is a poset, with partial order ≤ 
defined by (a,b) ≤(a’,b’) if  a≤a’ in A and 
b≤b’ in B. The partial order ≤ defined on the 
Cartesian product A X B is called the 
product partial order. If (L 1, ≤) and (L2, ≤) 
are lattices, then (L1XL 2,≤) is a lattice called 
the product lattice of L1 and L2 where the 
partial order ≤ of L is the product partial 
order. Here (a1,b1) �(a2,b2)=(a1�a2,b1�b2) 
and (a1,b1) (a2,b2)=(a1a2,b1b2). 

A lattice L is called distributive if 
for any elements �, 
 and � in L, we have the 
following distributive properties: 

 
1. �  �
��� � �� �
�  � ����� 
2. � � �
  �� � �� � 
�  �� � �� 
 

A lattice L is said to be complete if 
every non-empty subset of it has a glb and 
lub. If L1 and L2 are complete lattices, then 
L1XL 2 is also a complete lattice with joins 
and meets being formed co-ordinate wise. 

 

Given a universal set X, a Fuzzy Set 
A on X (or a fuzzy subset A of X) is defined 
as a function  A:X�[0,1]. Its range is 
denoted as Im(A). If L is a lattice and X is a 
universal set, then an L-fuzzy set A on X (or 
an L-fuzzy subset A of X) is a function A: 
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X� L. We shall write A�LX for A is an L- 
fuzzy set on X. 

A fuzzy subset A of a multiplicative 
group G is said to be a fuzzy subgroup of G 
(or a fuzzy group on G) if for every x, y �G 

 
(i) A (xy) � min {A(x), A(y)}  and  
(ii)  (ii) A(x -1) = A(x). 
 
An L-fuzzy subset A of G is called an L-
fuzzy subgroup of G (or an L-fuzzy group on 
G) if 
 
(i) A( xy)�A(x) A(y), �x,y�G,and  
(ii)  (ii) A(x -1) �A(x) , �x�G 
 
If G is a group and L is a lattice, then (G,L) 
shall denote the collection of all L-fuzzy 
groups on G. 
 

Let L = ({a1,a2,…….an},�) be a 
lattice. We say that L is a finite lattice 
containing n points and write |L|=n. Let G be 
a group, L be a finite lattice and A: G�L be 
an L-fuzzy group. A is said to saturate L if 
Im(A)=L  . If there is an L-fuzzy group A on 
G which saturates L, then we say that G 
saturates L. 

Let G be a group and L be a finite 
lattice. A sublattice L1 of L is said to be a 
maximal lattice saturated by G if there is an 
A � (G, L) which saturates L1 and there is no 
B� (G,L) which saturates a sublattice L2 of 
L with |L2|>|L1|. 

We may recall that a group G is said 
to be of prime power order if |G|= pn, for 
some prime number p and positive integer n. 

 
2.1. Theorem [12]. Let G be a  cyclic group 

of prime power order. Then the lattice of 

all subgroups of G is a chain∎ 

2.2. Theorem [10].  Let G be a cyclic group 
of prime power order. Then a maximal 
lattice LG for G is a chain isomorphic to 

the chain of all subgroups of G∎ 
 
2.3. Corollary [10]. A maximal chain for a 

cyclic group of prime power order is 

unique up to isomorphism∎ 
 
In view of the above corollary, we 

can talk of the maximum chain for a cyclic 
group of prime power order. 

 
2.4. Corollary [10]. The maximum chain for 

a group of prime order is {0, 1}∎ 
  

It may be recalled that for any 
positive integer n, Zn = {0, 1, 2, …, n-1} is a 
group with  respect to addition modulo n. 
 
2.5. Corollary [10]. For any prime number 

p, the maximum chain for Zp is {0, 1}∎ 
 
2.6. Corollary [10]. If p is a prime number 

and n is any positive integer then the 
maximum chain for  

 ��� is 0=a0<a1……..<an=1∎ 
 
 It is well-known that every finite 
cyclic group of order n is isomorphic to Zn. 
So, henceforth we represent cyclic groups of 
order n by Zn. 
 

2.7. Proposition [7]. The group Zm X Zn is 
isomorphic to Zmn if and only if m and n 

are relatively prime∎  
 

2.8. Proposition [7]. The group ∏ ���

�
���    

is cyclic and isomorphic to 
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�������……..��
 if and only if the 

number mi, for i=1,2…n are pairwise 

relatively prime∎ 
2.9. Proposition [7]. Suppose n 

=  �
�� 	

�� … … . .  

�� where pi

’s are 
distinct primes. Then Zn is isomorphic to    

���
�� " ���

�� … … . "  ���
��  ∎ 

2.10. Theorem [10]. Suppose n 
=  �

�� 	
�� … … . .  


��, where pi
’s are 

distinct primes. Then the maximum 
lattice for  

 Zn=���
�� " ���

�� … … . "  ���
��  is the 

product lattice of the maximum chains 

for the factors ���
�� ∎ 

 
3.  MAXIMUM LATTICE OF INFINITE  
    CYCLIC GROUPS 

 
We now turn our attention to the 

maximum lattice of infinite cyclic groups. 
Since every infinite cyclic group is 
isomorphic to the additive group of integers 
<Z, +>, it is enough to think of a method to 
construct the maximum lattice of <Z, +>. 
First we observe that the non-trivial 
subgroups of Z are the following: 
 
<2> = {0, #2, #4, #6, #8, ….    } 
<3> = {0, #3, #6, #9, #12, …..   } 
<4> = {0, #4, #8, #12, #16,……} 
<5> = {0, #5, #10, #15, #20,……..} 
<6> = {0, #6, #12, #18, #24,…….} 
……………………………………………… 
……………………………………………. 
 
Next we consider the following distinct 
chains of subgroups of Z: 
 

Z $ <2> $<4> $<8> $<16> ……..……… 

……$<2� . 2>  $…………$<0>          

Z $ <3> $<6> $<12> $<24>…………… 

…………$<2� . 3> $ ………$<0>          

Z $ <5> $<10> $<20> $<40>…………… 

…………$<2� . 5> $ ………$<0>              

……………………………………………… 
……………………………………………… 
Z $ <2r+1>$<2.(2r+1)>$<2	. �2( )

1�>$<2�. �2( ) 1�>…… 
…………………………………$<

2� . �2r+1)> $    …………$<0>                 
……………………………………………… 
……………………………………………… 
 
That is, 
 
 Z $ <2> $<2.2> $<2	. 2>  

$<2�. 2>……$<2� . 2> $ …$<0>          

Z $<3>$<2.3>$<2	. 3>$<2�. 3>….……$

<2� . 3> $ …$<0>          

Z $<5>$<2.5>$<2	. 5>$<2�. 5>………$

<2� . 5> $ …$<0>              

Z $<7>$<2.7>$<2	. 7>$<2�. 7>………$

<2� . 7> $  …$<0>          

………………………………………………
……………………………………………… 
Z $ <2r+1>$<2.(2r+1)>$<2	. �2( )

1�>$<2�. �2( ) 1�>……$<2� . �2r+1)> 
$…………$<0>                 
………………………………………………
………………………………………………              
 

All the subgroups of Z find a unique place in 
the above arrangement. They form an 
infinite lattice and so it is not possible to 
give a full lattice diagram for it. In figure(i), 
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we give a sketch of some portion of it, so as 
to provide an insight into its structure. This 

is the maximum lattice of Z, and hence of 
any infinite cyclic group. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig.(i): Subgroup lattice diagram for Z 

<1>=Z 

 

 

 

a11=<2> a12=<3> a13=<5> a14=<7> a15=<9> ……. 

 

 

 

a21=<4> a22=<6> a23=<10> a24=<14> a25=<18> ……. 

 

 

 

a31=<8> a32=<12> a33=<20> a34=<28> a35=<36> ……. 

 

 

 

a41=<16> a42=<24> a43=<40> a44=<56> a45=<72> ……. 

 

 

 

a51=<32> a52=<48> a53=<80> a54=<112> a55=<144> ……. 

 

 

 

a61=<64> a62=<96> a63=<160> a64=<224> a65=<288> ……. 

       .         .         .         .         . 

       .         .         .         .         . 

       .         .         .         .         . 

       .         .         .         .         . 

<2n . 2> <2n . 3> <2n . 5> <2n . 7> <2n . 9> ……. 

       .         .         .         .         . 

       .         .         .         .         . 

       .         .         .         .         . 

       .         .         .         .         . 

 

 

 

 

<0>={0} 
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3.1. Remark. The maximum lattice of any 
finite cyclic group is a sublattice of the 
infinite lattice in the figure.  
3.2. Example. The maximum lattice of Z72 is 
given below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.(ii): Maximum lattice for Z72 
 
Obviously this is a sublattice of the 
maximum lattice of Z in figure(i). 
 

3.3. Example. The maximum lattice of   Z30   

given in figure(iii) is a sublattice of the 
lattice L in figure(i). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.(iii): Maximum lattice for Z30 
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